
16:00:58 transcripts at the bottom because I am very British and I know that some of you are
not, and I'm also very south London which is another level of complication in sometimes, follow
me so hopefully these will help at the bottom.
16:01:13 Let me do live on Facebook,
16:01:19 share this into the group and then we'll get started in just a minute guys Nice to see
you all here.
16:01:27 It's cool am the CO working session, put the link in.
16:01:36 Come, and co work with us. Magic.
16:01:42 Let's share that into members,
16:01:48 while people are paying in their way in which is nice.
16:01:58 Cool. We are now live on Facebook so Hello.
16:02:12 Hi.
16:02:03 Janet and Shelby welcome, lots of new faces this week which is nice to see you all.
My name is Remy I am part of Team and the.
16:02:14 We will get started in a minute.
16:02:16 As you come on please mute your microphones that'd be amazing.
16:02:24 And normally when we're working, I do ask you to turn your cameras off.
16:02:30 But if you don't want to you want to keep on that's fine, but just sometimes distractions,
so it's up to you.
16:02:37 So again, my name is Remy I'm part of Team and VM one of the happiness engineers
at member volt. I'm also a small business owner myself. So I combine my work around member
Bart with my own business and I use member vote every day to grow my business so
16:02:55 I have courses and programs and workshops and trainings and stuff that I, I do, I'm a
business coach in the tech coach so I use member vote every day for that.
16:03:05 And I also build membership sites for clients as well so that's kind of what I do. So part
of why I'm doing these co working Sessions is because I am also a small business owner, just
like you and I use the site just like you.
16:03:20 And I'm really good with the strategy side of stuff. So, if you, if you have any questions
during the session, please do pop them into the chat, and I will try and support you and help you
in the chat and try and keep your microphones off if we can, and
16:03:37 I'm going to try not to speak too much to distract you. But sometimes I might do a
screen share and walk somebody through that example.
16:03:45 If that happens, feel free to meet me and carry on working. So I'm going to interrupt
the halfway mark to let you guys know that you know we're halfway through, and then five
minutes before the end.
16:03:58 I'm going to come back on and get an update from you. So the first thing that I need
you guys to all do, is to jump into the chat and write down what you're going to be working on in
this next hour so set your intentions of what you're going to be working
16:04:14 on for the next hour.
16:04:16 Some people like to work on integration like integrating their email or their PayPal
some people want to work on their products, create a new course or create a new membership.
16:04:27 Let me know what you're intending to work on today and let's set that intention right
now.



16:04:33 And then at the end we're going to review and see how much work, we have all got
them.
16:04:41 So I'm just going to head into the chat, nice to see you again Baba.
16:04:47 Genesis a video today bad hair day totally cool that's, that's why you don't have to
have your cameras on goes.
16:04:53 If you want to be here in your PJs totally fine.
16:04:58 Shelby says Good morning.
16:05:03 So Rachel is doing an audit on her member of our account and setting up a wish list.
16:05:10 Marvin is working on automating a bonus nice so that's when somebody complete the
course Well done, mother.
16:05:19 Shelby says they want to get their main products live got five of them all a half done,
just do one at a time Shelby focus on one today, get that one now to then go on to the next one.
16:05:35 Mama says she's hooked to the sessions, that's nice.
16:05:39 Hannah is working on repurpose in a video series as a freebie for joining my calls
waitlist. Amazing, amazing way to use member well.
16:05:48 Sarah wants to start sketching out a new product that she's creating.
16:05:51 I have two kids running around too so we'll see how far we go yeah I should say, there
might be in an intruder in the form of a seven year old child but I've, I've reached her not to
come in but children go rogue sometimes so I feel you Sarah and Adrianna,
16:06:09 I would like to get more clarification about the question I asked in the group with hopes
of starting my outlines of my member about mini course. Sure, and Brianna please do post your
question here in the chat and I will try and help you with that.
16:06:22 Alternatively guys if you have any questions feel free to message the team at Hello at
member volt dot CEO we are there to help you so please if you are stuck with something, do
reach out by email.
16:06:34 But whilst I'm here, by all means pop your questions in the chat and I'm going to try
and answer as many of the questions as I can.
16:06:41 Executive executives working on integrating amazing.
16:06:45 Janet wants integrate email. Amazing.
16:06:49 ENIM you to remember about and I'm confused by drip days and what they mean.
Okay, I'll explain that in a minute in the chat to you and I'll drop you really handy link that might
help you as well.
16:07:00 Executives integrate integrated with Active Campaign.
16:07:03 Corey says I'm just here to stalk everyone to learn a few things.
16:07:07 Hoping to untangle the mess I've created. Hey, let's let's tackle one problem at a time
curry just drop your questions into the chat and I'm here to help you guys right so everyone is
also question which I'm going to go into in a minute.
16:07:21 So I'm going to silence myself now and what we're going to do is we're going to do a
little power sprint of work so I want you to put your heads down, not down, not on a motorbike
but get cracking working on your member volts, until half past so we can
16:07:35 do 20 minute like sprint of just focusing and work and then I am going to interrupt you
at the halfway mark to get you to stop and have a little update and then we're going to refocus
and then we're gonna go in again for another 20 minutes sprint.



16:07:51 So remember, ask questions in the chat, and I will be in the chat helping you guys as
much as I can. All right, let's go.
16:32:06 Alrighty, we are halfway guys.
16:32:11 So I'm gonna ask you guys to stop for a minute.
16:32:12 Hello, Rachel Nice to see you again going to ask you guys to stop for like five minutes
will say to actually take a break from just focus in on that thing.
16:32:20 gonna ask you guys to stop for like five minutes will say to actually take a break from
just focusing on that thing. And if you need to get a drink of water, or have a bathroom break
restroom break whatever.
16:32:30 And then do that, I'm just gonna stop for five minutes. I kind of use the Pompadour a
method Do you guys know about Palmer Dora. Yeah. Thumbs up for Rachel.
16:32:38 And there is.
16:32:40 I find I'm really more productive when I really focus for like a short period of time 2025
minutes, and then like stop. And, you know, walk away from the computer do something
different and then come back and it kind of trains your brain to refocus so
16:32:55 I'm stopping. And I hope that you guys will stop for a few minutes, and let's use this
opportunity actually if you want to because it's quite a few of you here and sometimes you guys
leave before I get to this bit.
16:33:08 But and while we're having a little break if you want to pop into the chat, your MV, your
link. So mine is Remy a digital dot VIP member vault. com that address if you want to drop
yours into the chat, that'd be really helpful because I can copy that
16:33:24 out and then I'll share that into the group when I post all the replay information so that
you guys get a little shout out and people can come and check out your member vault accounts
and see what you guys are up to.
16:33:38 And it doesn't matter if you haven't got much stuff yet, it's worth sharing.
16:33:41 Look at those beautiful links coming in. So we've got Rachel's got Isabel's Shelby
Hannah's Corey says newbie Where do I find that, and it's your account name.
16:33:54 Curry the one that you set up.
16:33:57 It might be your name it might be the name of your business.
16:34:00 It's normally the place that you log into.
16:34:04 So if you open a member of our email with your signup details, your details should be
in there.
16:34:11 Let me know if you can't find it.
16:34:20 The money for them.
16:34:25 Brilliant. I Briana all Sarah Don't be nervous is fine, super nervous to share her link,
how do I change it.
16:34:34 Send a send an email, Corey send an email to Hello at member volt.co dot CEO, and
we can change that for you.
16:34:47 Baby are having problems setting up custom domain okay you definitely need send us
an email.
16:34:54 Hello at member vote dot CEO and sin way we can resolve that for you because we
need all your details.
16:35:00 And, and fantastic superhero Katrina, or era will sort that out for you.
16:35:07 Not a problem.



16:35:10 And just a reminder, particularly for those guys watching in the group as well and for
you guys here but yet do. If you're stuck with something please don't suffer in silence.
16:35:18 We are here to help you. We want to help you. So just send us an email is Hello at
member volt dot CEO I will drop the link in the chat.
16:35:28 And I'm never regretted asking you all to pop these links and because I'm gonna have
to scroll all the way back up to find the other questions.
16:35:36 But it's fine I will find them oh Rachel's gone off to have a cup of Yorkshire tea, lovely
16:35:44 man is using the branded short link for mine that's absolutely fine. Perfect.
16:35:48 mama structures in Thank you.
16:35:54 And Janice drop tears in thank you so much guys, that is magical. Um, so, Xavier I'm
just going to answer your question really quickly before we start, we got like another four
minutes before we start, and you ask the question about strategy and what
16:36:09 I would do if I was to, if I wanted to kind of boost the numbers in my account get some
more subscribers.
16:36:17 Using member vote so my, my simplest strategy would really be to create a some sort
of lead magnet or freebie that is useful to my audience right so i would create something that is
of value to small business owners because they are my ideal clients,
16:36:36 and even tackling the problem that I sold or given them a quick win, and I create a
really juicy enticing lead magnet, and I would put it into my member vote so I've got like a free
resource library area thing, and I would put it in there.
16:36:52 And then what I would do is I would use that member vote link and I'd also get camera
make some nice graphics make it look really cool and funky. And then I would use that link, and
I would share that on on my social media I would share on my Facebook
16:37:04 my Instagram my LinkedIn and let people know that I have this free thing that people
can come and get to drive the traffic to my member vote to get them to login of their name and
their email, and that's for two reasons one I get to build my email list
16:37:18 because I'm capturing their, their email list but to when you drive people into your
member vote for the freebie for the free thing that they're coming for member is set up in the in
this beautiful way, where they can see all of your other products around
16:37:35 them okay so it's kind of like a really soft sell or what member member boat likes to
call a binge and buy system so you're bringing them into the ecosystem to get something for
free, but whilst they're there they go oh exactly is doing this call so OXAV
16:37:45 is selling this thing right over here, and what it's doing is continuously kind of re
reinforcing to them what it is you do and the things that they can buy from you remember about
cleverly cleverly cleverly cleverly is the word I want.
16:38:08 And remember about cleverly has a way of tracking people so once they are inside,
not in a bad way, just by using cookies but once they are logged in to get your free thing that
you're giving a lead magnet opt in.
16:38:21 We're able to track them and where they go around your site so if they're clicking on
things that they haven't yet bought. You can get alerts you know, to let you know when
somebody is a hot lead or a warm lead.
16:38:35 Say that you know that they are interested in this thing, and but they just not bought it
yet and then this gives you the opportunity as the account holder holder to either automate an
email or send a personal email to that person and invite them to have



16:38:47 a conversation about what they've checked out or give them a discount code to entice
them to buy right. So that would be how I would very quickly that would be a simple strategy that
I would use would be to create create that shiny object that they want
16:39:02 and put that into my account. And then I would share that everywhere, not just on my
social media I would put it on my website, I would put it on my blogs or at the bottom of my
blogs I would put that in my email signature, or write emails to my list
16:39:16 and really drive traffic and get eyes on this, this free thing that you are given and that is
a really nice and simple way to use member well and a way to drive traffic let me know if that
helps.
16:39:27 Xavier.
16:39:32 Okay, somebody else doesn't know how else to find that URL I'm gonna, I'm gonna I'm
gonna drop something in the chat for you guys into sex.
16:39:40 Alright so we got 20 minutes left, so we're gonna we're going to refocus.
16:39:46 And we're going to do like a, we're going to do spring 20 minutes session of working.
16:39:50 And we are going to just try and crack on and do as much as we can. In the next 20
minutes and I'm going to continue to answer all of your lovely gorgeous messages as quickly as
I can.
16:40:01 All right, let's go.
17:00:35 Alright guys, we are at time it's been an hour.
17:00:40 So we are going to wrap this session.
17:00:43 There are quite a few unanswered questions so what I'm going to do is when I am
back on shift tomorrow I'm going to answer those questions and drop those into the replay area
for you, so that you can get your answers done and I'll post those out into
17:01:00 the main group as well. And I'll try and tag, as many of you as I can. If you haven't
already, go ahead and drop your member vote address into the chat.
17:01:11 And I will make sure all of your accounts get put into the group as well.
17:01:16 If I share a link quickly show you where the replays live.
17:01:20 Let me just get that open.
17:01:25 Wait a minute to go.
17:01:28 Let me just get a link for you guys but we aren't nearly done.
17:01:32 If you want to let me know in the chat what you've accomplished today whilst I'm
looking for this link that would be super helpful right what you've worked on what you've got
done if you pop that into the chat that'd be brilliant.
17:01:49 And I'll read those out in just a sec.
17:02:48 Hey, Let's have a quick recap.
17:02:52 So Marnie has almost finished creating a product for my stress journal prompts well
done in Miami.
17:03:01 Shelby have mostly got everything done just link to my calendar and a couple of
places that is awesome.
17:03:22 Sounds like you are getting ready to get yourself out there and launch amazing Corey,
I added one more lesson and have a list of what to do next includes a video, you know, videos,
my favorite bit.
17:03:24 I like the video but I don't like all the other bit.
17:03:28 Rachel revisit my MBA new strategy for that.



17:03:32 Kiss technique and excited at how this is going to work for the future. Yes, Rachel
launch, learn, rinse, repeat, there you go. You got it, you got it.
17:03:43 I love me so much it say versatile, you can do so much, Martha has automated my
bonus product to be sent to those who successfully complete my coaching program.
17:03:54 Yes, yes lover well dumb lover bonus lover. Lover bonus to give to our customers
when they do the work right, do the work, you get a little goodie bag at the end so well done on
nailing that
17:04:10 Sarah, I actually got the framework for my challenge product, all laid out in an invisible
product. Yes, she said that this is great. And I'm putting this guy working cool down in my weekly
calendar.
17:04:20 Amen yes here every week guys to to hold this space for you guys so that is so cool to
hear well done and getting a challenge product, all laid out.
17:04:31 Janet email integration part, partially done. I'm changing for one email provider to
another and hit some snags yeah that can happen but once is integrated knocker running your
make your life so much easier.
17:04:42 Well done, Janet and getting that work done Hannah, almost finished rewriting and
description for video one of four and transcribed some sheet music for a lesson file download,
amazing Hannah.
17:04:54 Well done.
17:04:56 Xavier can't find the link, don't worry exurbia, please do reach out to chat for some
extra support, again I will be back next Thursday, and I will answer all of those unanswered
questions in the, in the chat I will post all the answers in there.
17:05:09 and then I will share the replay into the member of our group.
17:05:15 Tomorrow morning UK time, and I will put another event for next week Thursday. So, if
you see the event in the Facebook group do like it because then you get the reminders, and we
don't have an email reminder set up yet but I'm looking at how we can do
17:05:29 that.
17:05:30 But do like the event and please do go into the group, and let people know how you
found this session today, because then we can get more people we can help more people so
thank you all so much for being here.


